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Welcome to the section of the site
that deals with descriptive words.
There are 1,062 worksheets
available on this topic and they are
all FREE, printable, and easy to.
Adjectives Describing People List .
Here is an activity to listen to and
to practice adjectives for
describing people.You can listen.
Positive adjectives (e.g., rich):
express a quality of an object
without comparing it to anything
else. Comparative adjectives (e.g.,
richer): compare two things or.

Adjetivos para describir la
personalidad en inglés y español.
English: Spanish: ambitious:
ambicioso: annoying: pesado:
argumentative, quarrelsome.
Positive adjectives (e.g., rich):
express a quality of an object
without comparing it to anything
else. Comparative adjectives (e.g.,
richer): compare two things or.
Adjectives used to describe a
person's character and personality
traits, with clear example
sentences using words like
affectionate, sympathetic .. to
aggressive. Adjectives Describing
People List. Here is an activity to
listen to and to practice adjectives
for describing people.You can
listen.
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Important note: Take care using negative adjectives , as some people may be very offended if you use these words to describe them! In most situations it is
much safer.
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Adjectives used to describe a person's character and personality traits, with clear example sentences using words like affectionate, sympathetic .. to
aggressive. A list of adjectives that start with I can be found below. These examples of adjectives may be especially helpful for those in school or in college
perhaps taking. Adjectives Describing People List. Here is an activity to listen to and to practice adjectives for describing people.You can listen.
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